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GHOOSE THE GORREGT ANSWER:

-t. 

rne two plants whose stem we eat --and --
(A. Cabbage, B. Sugar Cane, C' Onion, D' Carrot)

2. Ali Has bleeding gums.He is suffering from
(A. Rickets, B. Goiter, C. Heart Diseases, D. Scurvy)

3. An iodine solution is used to detect the presence of 

- 

in food item

( A. Sugar, B. Fat, C. Starch, D. Vitamin)

4) Texture describes the ofan object

(A. Colour, B.Feel, C.Smell, D. Hardness)

5) can be seParated bY filtration
(A. ni." ,rO nort B. Pepper and oil, C. Salt and water, D. Sugar and milk)

6) Abu wants to separate oil from mixture of oil and salt. Which method of separation should he use?

(A. Evaporation, B. Decantation. c. centrifugation, D. Distillation)

F'ill in the blanks
7) The process of rotating a mixture at high speed to separate the components of the mixture is called

8) A diet that contains all nutrients in the proper amounts is called

9) The liquid obtained after filtration is called

ANSWER THE F'OLLOWING QUESTIONS:

l0) Give 5 uses of filtration in daily life.

11) When can we use evaporation to separate a mixture? Explain with an example.

12) How is scavenger different from a decomposer?
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t3) Classiff animals into three groups based on their food eating habit also provide two examples for

each group.

14) What are the symptoms of protein deficiency in the body?

15) What are protective foods? Give some examples of protective foods?

16) State the difference between opaque and transparent objects.

17) When sugar is added to water it seems to disappear. However, when sand is added to water it still

visible why?

1g) How do you group objects in your own life? Provide 2 examples.

19) Why during decantation, the liquid that collects on top should be poured into another container

slowly and carefully?
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